
Cloud   Hosted   VoIP   Provider:   
Response   to   Bidder   Questions   

  
1   –   Who   is   the   incumbent   currently   providing   services?     

A. 8x8   
2   -    How   many   voice   lines   do   you   currently   have   that   will   need   to   be   port   ported?     

A. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-and-Pho 
ne-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   

B. 470   
3   -    How   many   fax   lines   do   you   currently   have   that   will   need   to   be   port   ported?   

A. 486   
4   –   Are   any   analog   fax   lines   needed?    If   so,   how   many?   

A. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-and-Pho 
ne-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   

B. 16   
5   –   What   are   the   approximate   number   of   desk   phones   needed?   

A. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-and-Pho 
ne-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   

B. 470   
6   –   Are   you   open   to   all   new   Desk   Phones   being   proposed   in   our   offer   without   additional   
cost?   

A. Yes,   as   long   as   they   are   able   to   meet   or   exceed   the   requirements   of   
the   RFP   

7   –   Is   there   a   need   for   any   call   queuing   or   contact   center   features?     If   so,   how   many?   
A. The   features   requested   are   detailed   in   the   RFP   please   read   through   it  

for   the   specifics   
B. The   quantities   are   are   located   on   the   CACOST   Site   and   Phone   

Inventory   sheet   which   can   be   located   in   two   locations   
a. http://www.txsmartbuy.com/esbddetails/view/VoIPPRovider3   
b. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-a 

nd-Phone-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   
8   –   Is   there   a   point   preference   in   the   proposal   scoring   for   qualified   minority   vendors?   

A. Yes,   additional   points   will   be   give   to   minority   owned   businesses   if   
they   meet   the   definition   and   show   documentation   proving   so   as   per   
the   RFP   

9-      What   contract   term   is   desired?      12,   24,   36,   48,   or   60   month   
A. CACOST   is   requesting   multiple   terms   for   evaluation   

a. 12   months   
b. 36   months   
c. 48   months   
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B. Please   enter   all   necessary   pricing   information   on   the   CACOST   Site   
and   Phone   Inventory   Pricing   sheet   as   well   as   all   applicable   taxes   and   
fees.   

a. Please   use   the   second   tab   located   on   the   spreadsheet   
“CACOST   Price   Sheet”   to   enter   and   submit   your   information   
as   a   response.   

  
  

10   -   Who   is   the   current   SD-WAN   provider   and   will   the   winning   vendor   be   responsible   for   
replacing   the   current   SD-WAN?   

A. SD-WAN   is   achieved   through   current   edge   routing   devices   already   
owned   by   CACOST.   

11   -   What   features   are   required   for   contact   center   agents   and   supervisors?   
A. Contact   center   must   meet   the   requirements   listed   in   sections:   

a. 4.5   
b. 7.3   

B. Contact   center   would   be   a   new   implementation.   
12   -   Please   define   “Skills   based   routing”   referenced   in   4.6.1.3.   

A. Routing   based   and   defined   or   skill   of   1-10   as   an   example   
a. Agent   A:     

i. Can   handle   Family   practice   at   a   skill   level   of   10.   
ii. Can   handle   pediatrics   at   a   skill   level   of   3.   

iii. Can   handle   Dental   calls   at   a   skill   level   of   7.     
b. Agent   B:     

i. Can   Handle   calls   for   Family   practice   at   a   skill   level   of   7.     
ii. Can   handle   Pediatrics   at   a   skill   level   of   10.     

iii. Can   handle   Dental   calls   at   a   skill   level   of   7.   
c. Calls   should   be   routed   to   those   appropriate   Agents   based   off   

of   their   defined   skill   level   and   availability,   while   being   able   to   
handle   all   calls   if   necessary   

1. Do   you   have   a   use   case   scenario   for   skills   based   routing   
A. CACOST   would   like   to   integrate   contact   center   and   potentially   

build   out   a   call   center   for   our   medical   practices   to   ease   call   
abandonment   rates.     

a. The   services   that   CACOST   provides   at   our   practices   are   
the   following:   Family   Practice,   Pediatrics,   Dental,   
Womens,   Pharmacy   

13   -   Please   explain   in   further   detail   what   a   virtual   phone   is   as   specified   in   the   RFP.   Is   
there   a   DID   for   each   virtual   phone?   



A. A   virtual   telephone   number   is   assigned   to   Auto   Attendants   or   
resources   for   DID   purposes.   

14   -   Is   CACOST   tax   exempt?   
A. Yes,   CACOST   is   a   501(c)3   

15   -   Please   define   public   DIDs   as   referenced   in   the   RFP.   
A. Unfortunately   this   wasn’t   able   to   be   located   specifically   within   the   

RFP   as   the   framed   question,   but   DID   stands   for   Direct   Inward   Dial   
16   -   Please   define   call   forwarding   –   Variable   as   referenced   in   the   RFP.   

A. This   section   refers   to   the   parent   section   4.8   of   how   call   handling   is   
handled   per   each   of   the   following   criterias.     

a. Are   there   any   call   variable   options   and   how   are   those   handled   
within   the   proposed   system.   

17   -   Please   define   call   forwarding   –   All   Calls   as   referenced   in   the   RFP.   
A. This   section   refers   to   the   parent   section   4.8   of   how   call   handling   is   

handled   per   each   of   the   following   criteria.   
a. Is   the   system   capable   of   forwarding   all   calls   and   how   are   those   

handled   within   the   proposed   system?   
18   -   Would   CACOST   please   clarify   the   closing   date   of   the   RFP?   On   page   8   the   RFP   
states   “…   must   be   received   by   April   27 th ,”   however   elsewhere   April   30 th    is   listed   as   the   
closing   date.   

A. The   closing   date   is   April   30th   2021   5:00PM   CST,   Hard   copies   must   be   
received   by   this   date.   

  
19-   Please   clarify   the   submission   method   for   responses   as   the   current   language   is   
ambiguous.   Does   CACOST   intend   to   receive   responses   via   hardcopy   (mailed)   or   
electronic   means   (email)?   

A. Three   (3)   printed   copies   mailed   to,   204.   E   1st   st   Alice,   Tx.   78332    and   
one   (1)   complete   electronic   copy   on   CD/Memory   Stick/or   via   email   to   
Jason.muller@cacost.org   

  
20   -   Would   CACOST   please   provide   a   complete   list   of   all   numbers   associated   with   the   
current   system   in   order   to   confirm   portability   and   serviceability?   

A. Yes,   CACOST   will   work   to   have   this   uploaded   to   the   website.   
  

21   -   Would   CACOST   please   provide   floorplans   for   all   locations   in   order   to   assist   
accurate   quoting   of   installation   fees?   

A. The   majority   of   our   sites   are   single   story   locations   composed   of   
single   building   setups   and   not   large   campuses.     

B. The   size   of   the   sites   should   be   fairly   determined   by   the   quantities   of   
phones   requested   per   site   location.   



  
22   -   Can   CACOST   please   confirm   that   a   pre-proposal   vendor   conference   was   held?   
Our   team   members   tried   on   both   Monday   the   12 th    and   Tuesday   the   13 th    to   join   via   the   
provided   information   but   were   not   able   to   locate   any   ongoing   calls.   

A. The   call   was   conducted   on   Monday   the   12th   at   11:00   am   CST   
B. Multiple   vendors   were   able   to   join   the   call   
C. Multiple   Agency   Staff   were   able   to   join   the   call   
D. No   emails   or   notifications   were   received   from   other   vendors   with   

issues   connecting   to   the   call.   
  

23   -   If   this   conference   was   indeed   held   on   one   of   those   days,   is   CACOST   able   to   
provide   a   summary   of   the   meeting,   including   agenda,   participants,   relevant   information,   
etc.?   

A. Attendees:   
a. Agency   Staff:   Jason   Muller,   IT   Director;   Doug Hairgrove ,   

Miguel Villalobos ,   Help   Desk   Manager   
b. multiple   vendors   and   their   representatives   

B. The   agenda   of   the   meeting   was   to   cover   the   due   dates   of   the   RFP   as   
well   as   cover   the   required   formatting   that   is   being   requested   in   the   
RFP   which   can   be   located   at   bullet   point   1.2   on   page   10.   

C. No   questions   or   answers   were   given   during   the   call,   attendees   were   
instructed   to   submit   questions   in   writing   and   submit   them   via   email   
by   the   requested   due   date   of   April,   14   2021   by   5:00   PM   CST.     

D. CACOST   Site   and   Phone   inventory   pricing   can   be   found   at:   
a. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-a 

nd-Phone-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   
E. No   emails   or   notifications   were   received   from   other   vendors   with   

issues   connecting   to   the   call   
24   -   If   the   pre-proposal   conference   was   canceled   for   any   reason,   does   CACOST   plan   to   
reschedule,   and   if   so,   for   what   date   and   time   and   via   what   means?   

A. The   call   was   not   cancelled   and   proceeded   as   scheduled   on   Monday   
the   12th   at   11:00   am   CST   
  

25   -   Referencing   Page   12,   Sections   2.1.1.1.   and   2.1.1.2.   –   Offeror   is   a   privately-held   
company   and   as   such   has   a   policy   to   provide   its   financial   statements   only   upon   
execution   of   a   mutual   non-disclosure   agreement.   Will   CACOST   be   amenable   to   review   
of   such   an   agreement   prior   to   proposal   submission?   

A. Yes   
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26   -   Please   approve   submission   as   an   electronic   version   only   as   printing   the   documents   
could   be   difficult   due   to   COVID   Restrictions.   

A. As   of   this   time   this   request   cannot   be   granted   due   to   the   volume   of   
anticipated   responses   it   will   be   difficult   for   cacost   to   be   able   to   print   
each   vendor's   response   multiple   times   

  
  

27   -   2   1.4   Please   list   each   location   separately   in   your   proposal   showing   proposed  
equipment   and   costs.   Can   we   provide   1   general   quote   instead   of   1   quote   per   
Location?   

A. A   pricing   sheet   has   been   provided   that   CACOST   is   requesting   
vendors   to   fill   out   on   the   “CACOST   price   sheet   tab”     

  
28   -   3   1.6.1.2   Line   design   as   requested   in   the   RFP   Can   you   please   elaborate   on   this   
requirement?   

A. Line   design   is   a   general   term   that   refers   to   lines,   extensions,   auto   
attendants,   or   DIDS   that   have   specific   requirements   listed   
throughout   the   RFP   

  
29   -   4   4.11.7.1   Complete   installation   of   all   system   components   and   Software;   Can   you   
please   clarify   what   components   you   are   referring   to?   

A. Not   all   systems,   vendors,   or   responses   are   treated   equally;   CACOST   
is   requesting   that   all   necessary   charges   are   included   with   the   
proposals   to   meet   the   requirements   requested    in   the   RFP.   

  
30   -    Are   you   using   a   contact   center   integration   with   your   current   Solution?   

A. No   
31   -   How   many   DIDs   do   you   want   to   port?   

A. CACOST   is   looking   to   port   everything   that   is   requested   quantities   for   
on   the   “CACOST   Site   and   Phone   Inventory   Pricing   Sheet”   

B. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-and-Pho 
ne-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   

32   How   many   800   numbers   do   you   want   to   port?   
A. CACOST   is   looking   to   port   everything   that   is   requested   quantities   for   

on   the   “CACOST   Site   and   Phone   Inventory   Pricing   Sheet”   
B. https://cacost.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/CACOST-Site-and-Pho 

ne-Inventory-Pricing.xlsx   
33   Are   you   using   Microsoft   teams   today?   

A. No   
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34   Please   explain   in   detail   what   a   virtual   telephone   number   is?   
A. A   virtual   telephone   number   is   assigned   to   Auto   Attendants   or   

resources   for   DID   purposes.   
35   How   is   this   virtual   number   being   used   today?   

A. A   virtual   telephone   number   is   assigned   to   Auto   Attendants   or   
resources   for   DID   purposes.   

36   Can   you   provide   a   Network   Topology?   
A. Hub   and   Spoke   Topology   
B. VLAN   Routing   at   larger   sites   
C. Each   site   has   its’   own   dedicated   internet   access   
D. Each   site   leverages   SD-WAN   capabilities   provided   through   our   edge   

routing   devices   which   CACOST   manages.   
37   Do   you   own   POE   switches?   

A. Yes   
38   Is   the   intent   to   reuse   your   POE   switches   with   the   new   solution   you   purchase?   

A. Yes   
39   If   it   is   possible,   would   you   prefer   for   us   to   reuse   the   ATA   adapters   or   provide   new   
ones?   

A. Open   to   both   options   
a. If   proposing   both   please   list   separately   on   the   pricing   sheet   

40   On   page   9   in   the   project   background,   you   state:   It   is   the   agency's   intent   to   obtain   
quotes   for   renewal   or   a   new   telecommunications   vendor   that   will   continue   to   allow   direct   
connectivity   and   enhanced   communications.   Can   you   expand   on   what   you   mean   by   
“continue   to   allow   direct   connectivity”?   Are   you   looking   for   a   dedicated   and   directly   
connected   data   circuit   between   the   cloud   hosting   providers   datacenter   and   your   facility?   

A. A   direct   circuit   is   not   required.   CACOST   is   requesting   that   no   
additional   configuration   be   involved   to   allow   devices   to   connect,   and   
that   the   proposal   being   offered   can   be   accessed   from   anywhere   at   
anytime   regardless   of   the     

41   Will   cacost   accept   pricing   for   annual   one   time   payments   
A. CACOST   cannot   prepay   for   services   for   the   year   due   to   budget   fiscal   

calendar   overlap   
B. CACOST   will   need   a   monthly   invoicing   and   payment   plan.   

42   Please   also   explain   who   would   be   responsible   for   configuration   of   replacement   
devices   riding   on   the   infrastructure   that   is   in   place   today   so   that   there   is   a   clear   
understanding   of   the   bid   requirements.   

A. The   Vendor.   
  


